
          Rap/Grime- Stop  By the end of this unit, you will learn about the music style rap/grime and compose your own rap in this style.  
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 Each lesson uses the following skills Lesson What will you learn  Learning Review 
 
 
 
 

What is grime/rap? 1 You will learn about the style of rap and 
grime and where the music genre came 
from. Within this lesson, you will listen to 
and appraise the song ‘stop’ which is  
grime song and begin to learn how to sing/ 
rap along.  

 

 What part does tempo/ rhythm play in a rap 
song? 

2 In this lesson, you will learn about the 
importance of rhythm and tempo in rap 
music. You will play around with different 
combination of note values to see which 
ones can fit into the existing score and the 
number of bars.  

 

 What impact does lyrics have on a song?  3 Lyrics are in a lot of pieces of music we 
listen to often. Usually, lyrics have an 
important message they want to share 
with the listener. In this session we are 
going to be listening and looking at the 
lyrics of this song and the message it is 
sharing.  
For listening and appraisal we will be 
listening to ‘Gotta be me’ which Is a hip 
hop piece of music.  

 

 What do composers have to consider when 
writing rap lyrics? 

4 During this session you will be learning 
about the different rap rhyming patterns. 
You will be composing your own rap verses 
to fit into the song ‘Stop’ which will fit with 
the theme of anti bullying.  

 

 How can performance style impact on an 
audience? 

5 In the final session of this block of music, 
you will be looking at performing the 
rap/grime song we have been rehearsing 
with the addition of your own composed 
verses.  

 

 


